Comments
PLEASE COMMENT ON YOUR SECTION LEADER'S TEACHING.

Sen, Maya

Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Maya was a great TF. She had great knowledge of the material and did a great job of running section, both discussing material and running through hypotheticals.

Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Maya is fabulous! She really knows the material, and so friendly and approachable that she made the material less daunting. Always sending out helpful instructional, directional, and section follow-up emails as well as writing reflective comments on our response papers, it was apparent that she spent a lot of time for our section. She was also very understanding when I had schedule conflicts with another class. I felt much more comfortable with the material because of her. Also, she did a great job in section itself to direct the discussions, and her use of the whiteboard was excellent.

Evaluate the course overall.: 4 (very good)  
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 4 (very good)  
I could not have asked for a better section leader who is more attentive to my learning. I became a better writer and thinker. Maya always made herself available. Maya is an excellent section leader.

Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Maya is an excellent TF. She is able to present information very clearly, particularly through her diagrams and flowcharts. Her teaching is interesting and, perhaps most importantly, inclusive; she is very good at fostering an organic discussion among students without having to force participation. Her feedback is also extremely helpful and useful.

Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 4 (very good)  
Maya enriched and complemented Professor Fallon's lectures each week by providing students with a framework to help them understand the way individual Supreme Court decisions related to each other. Her explanations were clear and useful. Maya also used interesting hypos to stimulate debate and to help students understand both sides in areas of the so-called "indeterminate Constitution."

Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Maya is excellent. I think she could structure her sections more productively, though, by simply presenting the week's material in review (without asking for participation in recalling cases) and then allowing more time for hypos.

Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)  
Best TF I have ever had. Knows a lot and structures section wonderfully.
Evaluate the course overall.: **5 (excellent)**
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: **5 (excellent)**

Maya is an amazing TF and teaches the material in such a way that allows us to understand legal writing and find the important points of a case.

Evaluate the course overall.: **5 (excellent)**
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: **5 (excellent)**

Maya was a great TF. She was responsible and knowledgeable, and her comments were very helpful for my improvement.

Evaluate the course overall.: **5 (excellent)**
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: **5 (excellent)**

maya was an awesome tf. she engaged students and promoted discussion

Evaluate the course overall.: **4 (very good)**
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: **4 (very good)**

Maya clearly knew the material well and was an effective teacher. I especially liked the way she facilitated discussion and drew idea charts for the visual learners.

Evaluate the course overall.: **5 (excellent)**
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: **5 (excellent)**

Maya was an amazing TF. Her personal background in law and government made her extremely well-versed in section material, and I appreciated the personal anecdotes she included about her experience studying and practicing law. She is uncommonly dedicated to teaching; I felt that she was continually available, via email, after section, or in office hours. And her level of feedback on even mundane, weekly assignments was unprecedented. It was clear that she wanted to make ConLaw an enjoyable, instructive, and productive course for her students, and she dedicated great energy to providing the time and guidance to make her students develop 'lawyerly' minds. A+!

Evaluate the course overall.: **5 (excellent)**
Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: **5 (excellent)**

Maya was a phenomenal section leader and worked incredibly hard for our group. Section time was always managed very efficiently and with a nice mix of activities: conceptual clarification, diagramming, student contributions, and hypotheticals. She was always available when we had questions, and the regular feedback she provided on our work was very helpful. I was also impressed with her ability to challenge students without making us feel like our ideas weren't good enough--a rare skill among TFs!